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RESUME. - On compare les observations de Vassombrissement centre-bord de Vinus avec ce que Von pent calculer a 
partir de diffeWents modules d* atmosphere et de systeme nuageux. Les observations ont 6U faites a bord de Mariner II 
et depuis le sol terrestre dans la bande 8-13fji. Le modele A suppose que Vassombrissement est <M seulement a Vab
sorption moUculaire dans Vatmosphere de Vinus au-dessus de la couche nuageuse. Le modele B fait appel a la 
diffusion multiple par des nuages de particules dont V albedo et Valtitude sont distributes arbitrairement. Pourchaque 
modele on suppose que la distribution des temperatures est imposte soit par un iquilibre convectif, soit par un 
iquilibre radiatif. Dans le modele A, Vassombrissement provient de Vaugmentation de la tempiratnre avec la pro-
fondeur. Pour le modkle B, la relation T — T et la variation de Vimissiviti avec Vangle demergence contribuent 
au pMnomene. Tous les modeles peuvent etre en accord avec les observations moyennant un choix convenable des 
parametres et les observations terrestres ne donnent pas dargument decisif. Mais une sonde spatiale ayant des 
performances seulement un peu meilleures que Mariner II pourrait determiner sans ambiguUe la cause de Vassom
brissement centre-bord et apporter des informations sur la structure et la composition de Vatmosphere de Venus. 

ABSTRACT. — The limb-darkening laws predicted for several models of the atmosphere and clouds of Venus are compared 
with limb-darkening observations in the ^-13fx interval made from the ground and from Mariner II. Model A 
attributes the limb-darkening to pure molecular absorption by the atmosphere above the Gytherean cloud layer ; 
Model B} to multiple scattering by cloud particles of arbitrary albedo and altitude distribution. In each model, the 
temperature regime is considered specified, alternatively by convective and by radiative equilibrium. In Model A, 
limb-darkening arises from the increase of temperature with atmospheric depth. In Model B, both the T — T 
relation and the dependence of emissivity on the angle of emergence contribute to the limb-darkening. Each model 
can be made to agree with observation, with an appropriate specification of atmospheric and cloud parameters. 
With the angular resolution available from the vicinity of the Earth, a discrimination among these models is difficult 
to achieve. But a Venus flyby or orbiter which performs only somewhat better than Mariner II can potentially 
determine uniquely the cause of the limb-darkening, and provide significant new information on the structure and 
composition of the atmosphere and clouds of Venus. 

PeswMe. — CpaBHeHH Ha6jno^eHHa noTeMHeHna OT i jeHTpa K K p a i o BeHepti c TeM, OTO MoaceT 6HTB BBTCH-
cJieHO Hcxoffa H3 pa3jra*iHHx aTMoc$epHLix Mo#ejiefi H ofijia^flofl CHCTeMH. HaGjuoaeHaa (JHJIH 
c f l e a a H H H a CopTy M a p r a e p 2 H c 3eMjin B nojioce 8-13 Mo#ejn> A npe#nojiaraeT, ^TO noTeMHeHne 
nponcxoflHT TOJIBKO OT M O J i e K y j i a p H o r o norjiomeHBfi B aTMoc$epe BeHepH Haffl otfjiaraHM cjioeM. 
Mo#eJii> B npnSeraeT K MHoroKpaTHOMy p a c c e a H H i o o(>pa3aMH qacran;, ajiBtfeflo H BHCOTa KOTOPHX 
pacnpe#ejieHH HPOH3BOJIBHO. ^ J W Kaacflofi Mo#ejra npeflnojiomeHO, ITO pacnpe^ejieHHe TeMnepaTyp 
HaaaraeTCH HJIH KOHBeKTHBHHM paBHOBecneM, HJIH jry^HCTHM paBHOBecneM. B MOflejiH A noTeMHeHHHe 
npoHcxoflHT OT yBejiH^eHHa TeMnepaTypH c rjiyCHHofi. #j i f l MOfleaH B , cooTHomeHHe T - T H H3MeHne 
H3JiyqaTejibHofi CHOCOCHOCTH C y r j i o M BjaxojKf leHna J i y q e i t cofleflcTByiOT HBJ ieHHio . B e e MO^eJiH M o r y T 
6HTB B coraacHH c HafijiiOfleHHHMH npn HaflJieacameM nofl6ope napaMeTpoB, a Ha3eMHBie Ha6Jno^eHna 
He flaioT pemaiomero a p r y M e H T a . H o npocTpaHCTBeHHBif i 3OH# c flocTHHceHHHMH JIHHIB H e M H o r o 
j iyq inHMH M a p H H e p 2 cMor 6BI He^BycMHCJieHHo onpe#eJiHTB npn^HHy noTeMHeHHa OT ijeHTpa K 
Kpaio H npHHecTH HH$opMai^HH) o CTpyKType H cocTaBe aTMoc$epH BeHepH. 

( l ) Alfred P. S L O A N , Foundation Research Fellow. 
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As is true in solar astrophysics, substantial 
information can be gathered about the outer 
reaches of a planetary atmosphere by observa
tions of limb-darkening. The problem is com
plicated by the fact that only close to the limb, 
where observations are difficult to perform, does 
the really significant data emerge. Because of 
diffraction, atmospheric seeing, and detector sen
sitivity limitations, limb-darkening observations 
with high topographical resolution can in prin
ciple be performed best from a flyby or orbiting 
spacecraft. In practice, and to date, ground-
based observations have retained a slight superio
rity. 

Observations of Venus performed by SINTON 
and STRONG (1960) at the 200-inch Hale reflector 
through the 8-13 \i window in the terrestrial 
atmosphere yield a brightness temperature at the 

center of the disk of 234 °K, and a limb-darke
ning law which can be expressed as 

(1) If* (fA) OC [JL a, 

where I«> ((A) is the specific intensity, w indicates 
the 8-13 \L window, and jx is the cosine of the angle 
between the line of sight and the local planetary 
normal. For (x— 1 between 1.0 and 1.7, the data 
yield a 0.50 ^ 0.05. There is no guarantee 
that the proportionality can be extrapolated in 

On 14 December 1962, the United States spa
cecraft Mariner II observed Venus infrared limb-
darkening with a 1.2-inch refractor at a distance 
of 35 000-40 000 km from Venus (CHASE, KAPLAN, 
and N E U G E B A U E R , 1963). Observations were car
ried out in two channels, one effectively between 
7.8 and 9.0 [i ; the other effectively between 10.1 

\OQ\0 JUL 1 

F I G . 1. — Specific intensity observed by Mariner I I in the 8.4 and 10.4-micron channels as a function of position over the disk of 
Venus. High-latitude points have been systematically excluded from the diagram. 
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and 10.7 [x. The observations for the two chan
nels are plotted separately in Figure 1, from 
which high-latitude points have been systemati
cally excluded in an effort to remove the effects 
of a latitudinal temperature gradient at the effec
tive emitting level. For the same reason, all 
three scans have been plotted together. Over 
a range in (x~ 1 between 1.0 and 2.4, the Mariner II 
data show a limb-darkening law of the form (1), 
with a ~ 0.47 ± 0.05. The brightness tem
perature at the center of the disk was compatible 
with previous work of SINTON and STRONG, and 
of others. 

At about the same time that Mariner II was 
passing Venus, observations of Venus limb-dar
kening were performed from the Earth by M U R 

R A Y , W I L D E Y , and W E S T P H A L (1963), using, again, 
the 200-inch Hale telescope, and a mercury-doped 
germanium photoconductor at liquid helium 
temperatures. These investigators used a filter 
transmitting between 8 and 14 [x, and although 
the range in (x~1 observed slightly exceeded that 
of the previous observations, both the tempera
tures at the center of the disk (~ 210 °K) and the 
exponent of the limb-darkening law 

(a ~ 0.37 ± 0.05) 

were anomalously low. In the following theo
retical discussion, we tentatively adopt a ~ 0.50, 
although extensions to other values of a have been 
made. 

Three general categories of models for the atmo
sphere and clouds of Venus are here proposed to 
explain the observed limb-darkening. For each 
model, (1) convective, and then (2) radiative 
equilibrium are assumed. 

In Models A, limb-darkening is attributed to 
the temperature gradient in an approximately 
gray absorber above the visible cloud deck. This 
unknown absorber causes the atmosphere above 
the visible clouds to be entirely opaque in the 
8-13 (x interval. If the atmosphere above the 
clouds is in convective equilibrium. 

dT q 
oz yfv 

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, v) > 1 
allows for the possibility of release of latent heat 
by condensation, and cP is the mean specific heat 
capacity of the atmosphere at constant pressure 
If we assume that the absorption coefficient in the 
8-13 (x interval, kw °c ps, then for the boundary 
condition [T 0 as T -> 0] the equation of radia
tive transfer may be solved, yielding the observed 

proportionality (1). The exponent a = 0 . 5 , pro
vided that t] (1 + s) c^. 3.7, a condition difficult 
to achieve with familiar materials. Under the 
same assumptions, and for the boundary condi
tion [T -> T 0 as T -> 0], Model Al agrees with 
observation, provided that z T = 1 ~ 3.3 km. zXmtl 

is defined by the equation 

(3) T = kw PQ z x a l = 1, 

where kw ^ kw (z) , and p 0 is the density at T = 0 
Thtis z T = = 1 is the distance in which the optical 
depth changes significantly. 

In Model A2, the unknown absorber is uni-
-> formly mixed in an atmosphere in radiative equi

librium, and the Eddington approximation, the 
condition of constant net flux, and the boundary 
condition [T -> T 0 as T -> 0] are used to solve 
the equation of transfer. Agreement with obser
vation is secured, provided the opacity in the 
8-13 [x region is about 2.5 times the Rosseland 
mean opacity, a departure still consistent with 
the spirit of the graybody approximation. The 
model predicts, therefore, that the brightness 
temperature of Venus should be larger than 
234 °K at wavelengths longer than 14 fx ; it also 
predicts a planetary bolometric albedo of about 
0.67, in approximate agreement with observation. 

In Models B, limb-darkening is attributed to a 
combination of the temperature gradient and the 
angular dependence of the emissivity in approxi
mately gray, multiply-scattering clouds initially 
with isotropic phase functions. Solutions of the 
equations of radiative transfer are carried out for 
a wide range of values of 7 t 0 , the albedo for single 
scattering. In Model Bl, convective equilibrium 
is assumed ; the extinction coefficient per unit 
mass is independent of altitude ; and the equa
tions solved, subject to the boundary condition 
that [p -> p0 as T -> 0]. The predicted limb-
darkening laws agree with observation for any 
given 7 t 0 , for certain values of zXaml, and of Tt 

and Ti. Tt is the thermometric temperature at 
the top of the clouds ; Tj is the thermometric 
temperature at the deepest level in the clouds 
making an effective contribution to the observed 
emission : 

(4) T l ~ ^ (1 — 7 T 0 ) - ^ 

N O W Z T - I is a measure of the diffuseness of the 
clouds. 

Fro 7) = 1, appropriate solutions are obtained 
for 0 < 7 t 0 < 0.95, provided zXm=1 ^ 3.3 kms. 
For this range of 7 c 0 , the values of T t are all less 
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than 220 °K, but the values of T f range up to 
320 °K. For 7 r 0 > 0.99, the clouds become much 
more compact (zXaml < 1 km), approaching 
terrestrial clouds, for which zXmml ~ 50 meters. 
For such high single-scattering albedos, the tem
peratures at the tops of the clouds become 
> 260 ° K ; and at the bottoms, > 345 °K. 
These combinations of the single-scattering albedo 
and the temperature range over which the cloud 
must be stable restrict the variety of conceivable 
cloud compositions. 

In Model B2, the temperature gradient within 
the clouds is determined by radiative equilibrium 
and the equations of radiative transfer solved, 
again, in the Eddington approximation, assu
ming constant net flux, and subject to the boun
dary condition that [T - > T 0 as T - > 0]. In the 
case that 0 < 7 t 0 < 0.95, agreement with obser
vation is secured if the 8-13 jx opacity is about 2.5 
times the Rosseland mean opacity. The tem
peratures within the clouds are comparable to 
those of Model Bl. The predicted bolometric 

albedo lies between 0.67 and 0.61, which is 
within the range of observational bolometric 
albedos quoted in the literature. For 7 c 0 ^ 0.99, 
the predicted bolometric albedo is < 0.13, in
consistent with observations. 

Extensions of the preceding models are made to 
other values of a, and to arbitrary phase func
tions. It is found that for sufficiently high values 
of 7c0, any given anisotropic phase function reduces 
for this problem, to the solution for the isotropic 
phase function. 

In Models 0, the observed emission is attri
buted to multiple coherent scattering in the clouds 
and consequent angular redistribution of radiation 
incident from the atmosphere below. The model 
requires high values of the single-scattering albedo 
within the clouds ; but in addition, since the 
observed radiation must come from a conside
rable depth below the clouds, the 9.4 and 10.4 
CO 2 absorption bands should be present in the 
spectrum of Venus, contrary to observation. 
Thus, Model C is rejected. 

0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 

log i o 1 — ~ ~ 

Wiq. 2. — Predicted limb-darkening laws for a variety of possible models of the atmosphere and clouds of Venus. 
All the models match the observations over the range in [l observed from Earth (see text for details). 
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The limb-darkening predicted by the surviving 
models are displayed in Figure 2. We note that 
over the range of [L"1 observable from the Earth, 
all models give the observed limb-darkening law ; 
but just slightly closer to the limb of Venus, the 
models diverge markedly, and distinction among 
them can be made by high topographical reso
lution limb-darkening observations. In addition, 
the models predict different limb-darkening laws 
at other frequencies, permitting them to be dis
tinguished from each other. Limb-darkening 

observations with high topographical resolution 
and a wide frequency range are natural experi
ments for a flyby or orbiter spacecraft in the 
vicinity of Venus, and provide some justification 
for further scientific exploration of Venus in the 
tradition of Mariner 2 . 

A more detailed account of the discussion of the 
present paper can be found elsewhere (POLLACK 

and S A G A N , 1965) . 

Manuscrit regu le 3 octobre 1964. 
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Discussion 

L. H. ALLER. — Did not SPINRAD'S observations of 
infrared spectrum of Venus suggest that transparency 
of atmosphere changes with time ? Different rota
tional temperatures were observed at different times. 

C. SAGAN. — Yes. These observations (H. SPIN-
RAD, Publications of the Astronomical Soc. of the 
Pacific, 74, 187, 1962) indicated a correlation of the 
rotational temperature with Une contour pressure in 
the 7 820 A Venus CO2 band. High temperatures 
accompanied high pressures ; the most likely explana
tion is that the cloud layer has a variable transparency 
at this wavelength, and that some days we see to quite 

considerable depths in the Cytherean atmosphere. 
In a paper in press (C. SAGAN and J. B . POLLACK, 

« On the nature of the clouds and the origin of the sur
face temperature of Venus »), POLLACK and I have 
interpreted the near infrared transparency of the 
Venus clouds by preferential forward scattering in 
cloud particles with low indices of refraction, high 
single scattering albedos, and sizes suggested by the 
existing polarimetric observations. The asymetric 
scattering functions required are consistent with those 
deduced from the brightness phase function of Venus 
at optical frequencies. 
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